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Summary

This paper describes a detailed proof-of-concept activity to evaluate flexible scheduling
technology as implemented in the Request Oriented Scheduling Engine (ROSE) and applied to
Space Network (SN) scheduling. The criteria developed for an operational evaluation of a
reusable scheduling system is addressed, including a methodology to prove that the proposed

system performs at least as well as the current system in function and performance. The
improvement of the new technology must be demonstrated and evaluated against the cost of
making changes. Finally, there is a need to show significant improvement in SN operational
procedures. Successful completion of a proof-of-concept would eventually lead to an
operational concept and implementation transition plan, which is outside the scope of this paper.
However, a high-fidelity benchmark using actual SN scheduling requests has been designed to
test the ROSE scheduling tool. The benchmark evaluation methodology, scheduling data, and

preliminary results are described.

Background

The concept of flexible scheduling has been proposed to help meet the Space Network's (SN)

anticipated increase in mission support in the late 1990's. The goal of flexible scheduling, which

is described in the next section, is increased resources utilization with less manual effort. If SN

utilization could be increased 10%, about an additional three service hours per day would be

available on each TDRS single access (SA) antenna. This increase provides a total of 24 extra

service hours per day, given four operational TDRSs. Scheduling studies have indicated that the

flexible scheduling approach will result in increased utilization even if only some customers

specify flexibility. 1 Furthermore, designers of many upcoming missions have indicated a desire

to utilize flexible scheduling concepts with the SN. 2 Another benefit of flexible scheduling is

the reduction in effort required for both customer and Network Control Center (NCC) scheduling

operator. 3 For these reasons, the Networks and Data Systems Technology Divisions undertook

a detailed proof-of-concept activity to evaluate the flexible scheduling technology as

implemented in the Request Oriented Scheduling Engine (ROSE). 4

A high-fidelity benchmark has been designed to test the ROSE scheduling tool. This benchmark

uses real SN scheduling requests and then modifies them into flexible requests for those customers
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who cantakeadvantageof flexibility. Thebenchmarkevaluationmethodologyandschedulingdata

aredescribed,aswell ashow theROSEtool wastailoredandusedin theproof-of-conceptrequired

by NCCoperations.ROSEis a genericschedulingengineandwasaugmentedby thedevelopment
of two algorithmsdesignedfor NCC-typeoperations,includingthelookaheadalgorithmcurrently

in usein theNCC. Also, ausability testhasbeendefinedto specificallytesttheschedulingsystem
userinterfacefor supportingNCCoperationalscenarios.Preliminaryresultsof thebenchmark

functionalperformancetestingarepresented.

Flexible Scheduling Request (FSR) Concept

The FSR concept is a candidate for the future Mission Operations Center (MOC) interface to the

SN. The concept has evolved over the years based on experience in mission operations in

scheduling both spacecraft activities and shared space network services. 5,6,7,8 The flexible

request approach represents a major change in operations concept. Today each customer submits

(and resubmits) requests for specific TDRS resources and receives yes/no responses. A large

percentage of the rejected requests in the current system are resolved by exercising the users'

flexibility through manual coordination. 9 Alternatively, requirements for space network service

requests can be specified in an FSR featuring:

• Flexibility - variable start times, duration, or optional resources

• Repeatability - number of service repetitions and their periods

• Alternatives - primary and backup services

• Constraints - orbital events such as orbits, TDRS antenna view periods, spacecraft day,

equator crossings, etc., relationships with other services or requests, or calendar events.

In flexible request scheduling, the user considers all service options and codifies flexible service

windows in the request. The space network scheduling system then has more information upon

which to base scheduling decisions, increasing the likelihood of successfully satisfying the

request. The format for this new scheduling information may be an extension of the Schedule

Add Request (SAR) or a new language-based interface.

A key benefit of the FSR concept is the shift of a significant conflict resolution effort from

humans to computers. The FSR operations concept minimizes request-response iterations

between the network scheduling system and the customer since multiple events can be scheduled

from a single request (using repeatability specifications). Also, backup events can be identified

and substituted in cases where the primary service is unavailable. The FSR concept supports

automated conflict resolution strategies, since tolerances in start times and duration are provided.

More events are scheduled, supporting more effective resource utilization. The time to generate

a week's worth of schedules can be reduced to hours instead of days.
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Proof-of-Concept Evaluation Criteria

For NCC Operations, the goal is for a scheduling tool with built-in flexibility to support an evolving

and diverse mission support load without increasing operational complexity and cost. The ROSE

scheduling tool is proposed as such a tool. NCC Operations developed a high-fidelity benchmark

as a criteria against which to evaluate the scheduling tool. This benchmark must prove that the

ROSE scheduling tool performs at least as well as the current scheduling system while providing a

significant improvement in SN operational procedures. The SN schedule produced by ROSE must

be at least as good in terms of fulfilling customer requests as that produced by the current system.

In addition, the process by which the final schedule is produced must show a measurable

improvement over the current process, including processing time. The human intervention required

by the current process is predicted to be the true bottleneck in scheduling customers in the late

1990's time frame. Therefore, the most important evaluation criteria for a new scheduling tool is

the improvement that it can provide to the overall scheduling process in reducing the time

consuming human interchanges.

Since NCC Operations will emphasize the scheduling process improvement in evaluating any new

scheduling tool, the criteria against which ROSE will be measured consists of computer processing

time and manual intervention involved in the total scheduling process. The analysis must go

beyond a comparison of computer processing time for a single schedule period based on priority

processing. It must be inclusive of the human and computer interfaces between the scheduling

personnel at the NCC and those at each customer scheduling facility. The benchmark effort has

been, and will continue to be, an effort to determine these measurements.

ROSE Benchmark Proof-of-Concept

The approach for the proof-of-concept involves two phases. In the first phase, the goals are to:

• Perform a high level assessment of ROSE forecast scheduling ability compared to the

Network Control Center Data System (NCCDS)

• Verify that ROSE allocates resource appropriately, and

• Compare the computer run times required to generate a forecast schedule prior to

manual conflict resolution.

Although the NCC scheduling functions involve additional capabilities, (e.g. request validation,

schedule dissemination) resource allocation is the primary function and clearly the most complex.

Therefore, our efforts focus on that capability. The resource allocation verification in conjunction

with the ROSE usability testing will provide the basis for evaluation of ROSE as a scheduling tool
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from anNCCperspective.Thisphasewill bereferredto as"PhaseI: ScheduleComparisonand
ResourceAllocation Verification."

In thesecondphase,theemphasisis ondemonstratingimprovementsin operationalproceduresand
evaluatingROSEfrom a SNcustomerperspective.ROSEhaspotentialfor significantlyreducing

thetimerequiredto performthecurrentNCCforecastschedulegenerationprocessbecauseof its

supportof flexibility. This benefitsbothNCCandcustomeroperations.In this phasewewill

quantifythereduction. Also, sinceROSEcapabilitiesinvolvemuchgreaterdegreesof flexibility
thanthecurrentNCC, it is importantthatthecustomerunderstandhow theycaneffectivelyuse

thesenewflexibility options. Thecustomers'evaluationof theresultingscheduleis keyto the

overallassessmentof ROSE.Thisphasewill bereferredto as"PhaseII: ProcedureImprovement

andFlexibility Analysis."

ForPhaseI wedescribetheprocess,theenvironmentin which theprocesswasperformed,the
scheduleandrelateddatautilized,andfinally summarizepreliminaryresults. Spacedoesn'tallow a

similardescriptionof PhaseII, howeverwewill highlight thenewfeaturesandindicatestatus.

PHASE I - Schedule Comparison and Resource Allocation Verification

The Process. The key drivers for devising the resource allocation verification process are time and

realism. Our goal is to perform a high level comparison of schedules and computer run times, as

well as to check that ROSE schedules SN resources without conflict. An in-depth detailed

verification would take on the order of several months and require skilled test personnel. This type

of testing will be performed in more formal testing phases if ROSE is selected as an NCC

scheduling system. Realism is key because we want to focus the evaluation on the most common

types of resource conflicts encountered, while still ensuring all resources are allocated properly.

The data flow for the Phase I process is illustrated in Figure 1. Shaded boxes indicate completed

activities at the time of publication.

Both drivers can be addressed by using operational SARs and related data for an NCC forecast

week and submitting them to both the NCCDS and to ROSE. The resulting schedules will be

compared in terms of number of events scheduled and minutes of support scheduled. Currently, the

operational SARs express flexibility in event start time and SA antenna, therefore, it is possible to

generate different conflict-free schedules. However, one schedule may better satisfy the SN

customers.

While this comparison provides a foundation for evaluating schedules and run times, an additional

step is required to verify ROSE resource allocation. The ROSE scheduled events will be formatted
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Figure 1. Phase I Process Overview

into specific SARs, without start time flexibility, and submitted back to the NCCDS. Another

NCCDS forecast schedule generation run will be performed to determine if ROSE scheduled any

requests in conflict based on NCCDS resource allocation rules.

The Environment. Utilizing actual SARs requires that the entire process be performed in a

classified environment. The NCCDS baseline schedule and the resource allocation verification

schedule run will be performed within the NCC. A SUN Sparcstation will be installed in the NCC

to support the ROSE benchmark evaluation effort. The results of the evaluation will be presented in

an unclassified manner.

To provide an accurate comparison of the NCCDS baseline schedule and the ROSE generated

schedule, the comparison is made for running all SARs together in one schedule generation run.

The NCCDS baseline schedule prior to any manual conflict resolution is the result of that run.

In the NCCDS, the resources utilized in the schedule run are dependent on the ground terminal that

supports the available TDRSs. Since the time frame in which a new NCC scheduling system would

be implemented is likely to be after the Second TDRS Ground Terminal (STGT) is operational, all

TDRSs will be assigned to STGT for all of the Phase I schedule runs.
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Schedule and Related Data Collection

It was necessary to carefully choose and coordinate the SARs, configuration codes, prototype

events, and spacecraft priority list for all of the tests. To obtain the operational SARs, a forecast

week was selected that included a shuttle mission to address a significant scheduling workload.

Coordination with the SN customers was necessary in gathering mission scheduling data. The

SARs were logged by the NCCDS Test System (NTS) for the test. Compatibility tests were

performed between the NTS and ROSE to ensure that they could reliably exchange the SAR data.

The NTS will be used to extract the SARs and to submit the ROSE generated SARs to the NCCDS

for the resource allocation verification step.

Configuration codes and prototype events are specified in the SARs. Copies of these were provided

to ROSE to ensure that the same resources are requested in all schedule runs. The same spacecraft

priority list will also be used in all schedule runs in accordance with operational procedures. The

same NCCDS database which contains the configuration codes, prototype events, and spacecraft

priority list will be used for the NCCDS schedule run to verify ROSE resource allocation. The

NCCDS baseline schedule was generated using this database, after all validated SARs were

received for the selected forecast week.

The boundary between the active and forecast period was also addressed. Some of the active period

events start late in the day on the last day of the active period and overlap into the forecast period.

These events were included in the forecast period schedule data collected for the tests.

Data Preparation for Input into ROSE

The first challenge from the ROSE perspective was deciding how to represent NCC information in

ROSE's Flexible Envelope Request Notation (FERN). 10 This information falls into the following

general categories: resources for allocation, scheduling ground rules, and requests. Scheduling

ground rules include specifications for setup buffers on resources (i.e., the time required between

uses of a resource), duty factors on the Multiplexer/Ddemultiplexer (MDM) and Statistical

Multiplexer (Stat Mux), and restrictions on the choice of TDRS antenna within an event.

Scheduling Resources. In order to schedule the SN, both communication services and TDRS

antennas must be allocated, although there is a very strong tie between them. For Multiple Access

(MA) services, one service equates to one antenna. However, multiple SA services may be

scheduled on a single physical antenna, provided all services are for the same customer (since the

antenna can point to only one spacecraft at a time). Customers request services. However, once

one SA service is assigned to a customer, the remaining SA services on that antenna can not be

assigned to any other customer. Therefore in requesting an SA service, the customer is in effect

requesting an SA antenna. However, due to equipment failures, not all SA antennas support all
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services.TheNCCmaintainsequipmentstatus,andthereforer,austinsurethatacustomeris

assignedto anSA antennacapableof supportingtheservicesrequested.

Thedefinition of theresourceswithin ROSEaccountsfor thisclosecouplingof twodifferent

resourcetypes(antennasandservices).To doso,thephysicalantennasweredefinedasthemost
primitiveresources.Eachservicewasthendefinedasapoolof physicalantennascapableof

supportingthatservice. In orderto insurethatall SA servicesfor aneventwereassignedto the

sameSA antenna,combinationsof servicesweredefinedasresourcesthatlist all of thephysical

antennascapableof supportingall servicesin thatcombination.Thecustomerthenspecifiesa

servicecombinationasarequestedresource.ROSEassignstheeventto aphysicalantennalistedin

theservicecombinationdefinition. This physicalantennais no longeravailableto otherrequests
for thetimeframerequested.However,thisstrategydoesallowmultipleservicesfrom thesame

requestto beassignedto thesamephysicalantenna.

Otherresources,suchasinterfacechannelsanddutyfactors,aremoreindependentandmadea

fairly simpletransitionintoFERNandROSE. Requestsfor certaincustomerinterfacechannelsdo

imply aneedto requestcertainduty factors,howeverthisrelationshipimpactstheoriginal request

generationandnot theschedulingprocess.Interfacechannelsaresimplecapacityresources;

customersrequesta singleunit of eachinterfacechannelandtheyareeitheravailableor not. Duty
factorsareconsumable/renewableresources,wherecustomersrequestmultipleunitscorresponding

to theirrequiredmaximumbandwidth.Thecombinedbandwidthof all servicesfrom all customers
cannotexceedacertainthreshold.

Scheduling Ground Rules. The majority of the scheduling ground rules were worked into the

resource definitions. The duty factor constraints were implemented as consumable/renewable

resources as mentioned above. Resource setup buffers specify the amount of time required between

each use of a resource for reconfiguration for the next support. The SN uses two setup buffers for

many resources, one where the next use of the resource is in another event (external buffer), and

one within the same event (internal buffer). FERN has an option within the resource definition for

specifying a minimum gap between each use of the resource, but is incapable of expressing internal

event buffers. Since all external buffers are equal to or slightly larger than setup buffers internal to

an event, only the external buffers were implemented. Not using internal buffers was insignificant

to the benchmark, since the likelihood of an event containing back-to-back use of a resource within

the internal buffer is improbable, given the experience of current SN customers.

There are additional ground rules that specify that all services within an event must be on the same

TDRS, and that if a service stops and restarts within an event, the same antenna shall be used for

each instance of the service. These restrictions were incorporated into the scheduling algorithm.
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The NCC Lookahead Algorithm. The NCC lookahead algorithm uses a conflict avoidance strategy.

The basic principle is to examine the placement options of an event, and schedule it in the spot that

is least likely to create a conflict with a lower priority pending request. Figure 2 illustrates the logic

flow as implemented in ROSE.

Begin

Expand Generic Requests J

Into Requesl Instances List I
I

End

Schedule JComplete

Find Pending H Schedule J
Activities Activity to

Conflict Profile Minimize Conflicts

Figure 2. Lookahead Algorithm Logic as Implemented in ROSE

The lookahead algorithm implemented in ROSE, has some subtle differences with the NCCDS

implementation. The NCCDS version looks for potential conflicts across services; the ROSE

version looks for them across physical antennas. It was determined that this difference would have

no impact on schedule outcome. The NCCDS version selects the best location for an event based

on the combined potential for conflict across all services in the event. The ROSE version selects

the best location for each activity (or service) individually. In flexible requests, it is possible to

have more than one activity per event, therefore the best location for the event is not guaranteed.

However, for Phase i, where the requests are relatively inflexible, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between activities and events and no impact should be seen.

Other differences occur in the minute details of the implementation. These include differences in

step size when sliding the start time around within an open window, and differences in the size of

the weighting factors in computing a conflict sum for each start time and resource option. In both

implementations, potential conflicts with the next highest priority request are weighted more

heavily than potential conflicts with the very lowest priority request. Also, potential conflicts on

resources that are in higher demand are weighted more heavily than potential conflicts on
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infrequentlyusedresources.TheROSEimplementationtook advantageof aROSEfeaturethat
calculatescurrentresourceutilization, sothattheresourceweightscanbeadjusteddynamically.

Requests. The SN services are grouped as an event in a SAR. However, FERN structures its

requests hierarchically, as shown in Figure 3. The generic structure specifies repetition instructions,

the activity specifies a sequence of steps and the duration of each step, and the step specifies the

resources that are required for that period.

Step

• Resources

• Constraints

I Generic

• Repetition I
Instructions I

Priority I

4

Activity / And/Or Activity • • •

Steps /Duration

• Constraints

Annotations

Step
oo o

Step

Activity

Annotations

Service

Representations

For Graphic Display

Figure 3. FERN Structure

Steps within an activity are strictly sequential, whereas SN services specified in a SAR typically

overlap. Current NCC SARs require the start time of all services to be fixed with respect to one

another. This restriction allows the time slicing of the event when converting to FERN. Whenever

a service either starts or stops, a new step is defined. Steps then list all resources required for all of

the services that are ongoing at that time. For example, an event composed of SSAF, SSAR, and

Tracking services, would be represented by an activity with four steps as shown in Figure 4. SA

services are time sliced within the activity, however, they always follow the same order (i.e.,

forward, return, tracking). Thus the combination of FERN activities and steps represent current SN

events with services being time sliced among the steps.
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Figure 4. Time Sliced Event Represented in FERN

SAR Input Translator. A SAR translator, was written in the Unix interpreted language AWK. This

translator reads in the SAR and reformats it into.FERN using the time slicing methodology. Since

current SARs are non-repeating, the FERN requests will also be unique, with one generic composed

of one activity for each SAR. Each generic and activity is labeled by customer and SAR message

id. Each step name lists the customer, message id, and all configuration codes supported during

that step. Another FERN structure called an annotation, describes each configuration code. The

information in the annotation is not used by the scheduling logic, but only by the display system.

Annotations permit services to be displayed as a whole, and not time sliced into multiple steps.

The configuration codes specified in the SAR contain important information concerning requested

resources. Since configuration code definitions are in the NCC database, a configuration code

database was built for the SAR translator. The SAR translator database is significantly smaller than

the NCC configuration code database since it includes only that information required to support

resource allocation and only contains those configuration codes actually used during the test week.

The SAR translator also references the list of the mission priorities. These are the default priorities

inserted into the FERN requests. However, some users had several critical requests that were given

a higher priority. These request priorities will be manually modified in the FERN requests. After

all SARs are run through the SAR input translator, separate FERN request files will be created for

each customer. The only other file needed for the Phase I test is the file describing the SN

resources to be allocated. A schedule can then be run using the lookahead algorithm.

SAR Output Translator. The ROSE output schedule is to be submitted back to the NCCDS to

verify that ROSE does not inappropriately schedule any requests. The ROSE output schedule must

be translated back into the SAR format. Another translator has been developed for this purpose.
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TheresultingSARsshouldexpressno flexibility atall, sincetheyrepresentscheduledevents
assignedto specificresources.However,theSARformatdoesnotdirectlyexpressall required

resources;someresourcesarespecifiedin theconfigurationcodes.The SARoutputtranslator

determinestheconfigurationcodesusedbyeacheventandreferencesthemin theoutputSAR.
Unfortunately,mostconfigurationcodedefinitionsexpressflexibility in theantennachoices.If the

NCCDSwereto chooseadifferentantennathanwhatROSEactuallychose,thechangein one

eventcouldcausearippleeffectandproduceadifferent schedule.However,it appearsthat the
NCCDSallocatesantennasin numericalorder. Theresourcesin FERNcanbelistedin asimilar

manner,sothatthesearchpatternin bothsystemsshouldbethesame,andresultin thesame

assignments.If this strategyfails, however,newconfigurationcodesmustbedefinedwith very

specificresources,andtheSARoutputtranslatorcanbesetto referencethesenewcodes.

Phase I Preliminary Results and Status

As of October 1, 1993, we have completed the NCCDS baseline schedule and the description of the

result follows. The ROSE schedule is expected to be run later in October after the host workstation

is completely installed and procedures are completed for handling classified data.

The forecast week selected was September 13-19, 1993 (256/00:00:00 - 262/23:59:59 Z). The

seven day operational forecast process for this week took place beginning on August 30, 1993. We

extracted the SARs on August 31 and performed the NCCDS baseline schedule run on September

1st. The NCCDS baseline schedule run included 1028 unclassified SARs and took just over 45

minutes to complete. We measured the primary and secondary resource scheduling separately.

Primary resources are the SA and MA Forward (MAF), and start time tolerances are used to

schedule these resources. The STGT era secondary resources used in this schedule run were the

MA Return (MAR), customer interface channel, MDM bandwidth, and Stat Mux bandwidth.

Table 1 summarizes the initial result of the NCCDS schedule run for the unclassified customers on

STGT by order of spacecraft priority before any conflict resolution was applied. The declined

SARs were due to conflicts on the following resources:

90% - SA or MAF Conflict

10% - MAR Limitation

<1% - User Interface Channel Conflict (one HST request declined)

The set of declined SARs attributable to the MAR limitation are due to the difference between

WSGT and STGT resources. TDRS spare was assigned to the third equipment set at STGT

which does not support MA, hence, SARs for TDRS Spare MAR were declined. Therefore, in

actuality nearly all the SARs were declined due to SA or MAF conflict. The results indicate that
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lowerpriority customerswho specifytolerancesin theirrequests,like COBE, do increasethe

likelihoodof gettingtheir requestsscheduled.

Table 1.

SN
Customer

% SARs
w/Tolerance

SA

F!ex,ibility

% SARs
Scheduled

% SARs
Declined

GRO Critical 0 Yes 100 0

UARS Critical 0 Yes 100 0

STS - 51 0 No 99 1

HST < 1 Yes 64 36

, GR,O 0 Yes 74 26

TOPEX 92 Yes 67 33

EUVE 99 Yes 66 34
b,,

UARS 95 Yes 55 45

COBE 70 Yes 89 11

ERBS 99 Yes 54 46

Total 79 21

NCCDS Forecast Baseline Schedule Statistics Prior to Conflict Resolution

The NCCDS baseline schedule also had the following computer run time statistics (mm:ss):

Primary SN resources: 03:06

Secondary SN resources: 42:11

Total: 45:17

Similar statistics will be generated for ROSE under Phase I testing in October. Upon

completion, we will compare the NCCDS and ROSE schedules and computer run times, and

verify that ROSE did not schedule any conflicts. Finally, we will analyze the remaining SARs

from NCCDS which were not resolved during the manual conflict resolution process, and any

SARs from ROSE which do not get scheduled.

PHASE II - Procedure Improvement and Flexibility Analysis

The Pr0ccS$. As in Phase I, key drivers for devising the process for procedure improvement

involve time and realism, so again we will compare NCCDS and ROSE schedule runs using

operational SARs and compare the number of events/minutes scheduled and the computer run

times. The configuration codes, prototype events and the spacecraft priority list used in Phase II

will be the same as that used in Phase I. However, in this phase we will also compare the times to
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performtheentireprocedureto createaforecastscheduleincludingconflict resolution.Figure5

illustratesthePhaseII process.
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Figure 5. Phase II Process Overview

The NCCDS baseline schedule run for Phase II was performed by the operations personnel. The

week selected is the same week as that used in Phase I. When coordinating with each customer for

Phase I, we also requested that each customer save the scheduling data used to generate their SARs

for support of Phase II. In addition, operational schedule run data, observation notes, and conflict

resolution notes were saved. This data will be used to analyze the additional types of flexibility

available to the customer.

The additional types of flexibility will be specified as Flexible Scheduling Requests (FSRs) in the

FERN language. ROSE will utilize the FSRs to generate a forecast schedule that will be compared

to the NCCDS operational schedule run on WSGT resources. At first, it may seem inappropriate to

compare an NCCDS schedule run on WSGT resources to a ROSE schedule run on STGT resources.

However, it turns out the differences between the resources have minimal effect on the computer

and procedure run times. As for the customer perspective, we expect the differences in WSGT and

STGT resources to have minimal effect on the use of flexibility. Of course, the difference in

resources will be considered when comparing NCCDS and ROSE schedules in terms of number of

events and minutes of support scheduled. Finally, ROSE will again generate specific SARs that
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correspondto theeventsscheduledusingtheFSRs.The specificSARswill bescheduledusingthe

NCCDSto provideadditionalresourceallocationverificationaswith PhaseI. Thephysical
environmentis thesameasPhaseI.

User Scheduling Data Collection

In order to translate the original SARs into flexible requests, we need to understand the customers'

true flexibility options. We need to understand how they chose where to schedule the requests

initially, and how they chose what conflict resolution options were acceptable to them, and which

options were preferred over others. We also need to collect any data, such as user antenna views

(UAVs), that they may have used in making those decisions. We felt that this data should be

collected as soon after the test week as possible, so that the activities were still fresh in the

customers' minds, and that files and tapes were not overwritten or deleted.

For this data collection process, we visited all of the GSFC Mission Operations Center (MOCs) and

interviewed their scheduling personnel. We also requested that they complete a short questionnaire

concerning the conflicts they encountered during the test week, and how they were resolved. By

personally visiting each customer, we were able to gain a very clear and detailed understanding of

the customer's side of the process for the test week, as well as collect the scheduling aids (e.g., view

period data).

The types of flexibility that different customers may have that cannot be expressed in the current

SAR are the ability to accept:

• Shorter service duration

• Any TDRS as long as it is in view

• Service start time tolerance

• Wider event start time tolerance

• Different type of service (MA vs SA)

• Moving the contact to another orbit

• Periodically repeating an event

One of the key flexibility concepts is SA service start time tolerance with respect to MA services

within same the event. A previous study showed that 71% to 79% of Hubble Space Telescope's

conflicts could be resolved using this type of flexibility. 11 The time sliced event representation

strategy discussed under Phase I allows flexibility in the relative start times of the different services.

Preparing the FSRs. For Phase II, the request representation we setded on was to have one activity

for each physical TDRS antenna requested (versus one activity for each event in Phase I). The

generic data structure allows conjunctions of activities, therefore one generic would specify that the
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activitiesin aneventmustall bescheduledasaunit on the same TDRS. This representation

strategy allows flexibility in the relative start times of the different activities.

Most FSRs will be generated manually based on an interpretation of the data collected from the

MOCs. For most customers this effort is not expected to be excessive, since they can use the

repeatability factor of flexible scheduling, and one FSR can replace many SARs. For those

customers who would not use flexible scheduling, the SAR translator can regenerate their specific

requests. The SAR translator will likely be modified to also support flexible non-recurring

requests. After the FSRs have been created, the customers will verify that they represent acceptable

conflict resolution options in the correct order of preference.

Phase II Preliminary Results and Status

The NCCDS operational schedule with WSGT resources and including manual conflict resolution

was completed during the forecast week of August 30, 1993, and the results were collected. The

number of events at the end of the operational NCCDS schedule run was higher than at the

beginning of the week for the initial forecast schedule. This discrepancy is due to additional (late)

SAR submissions during the forecast week, and conflict resolutions that include splitting one event

into two.

Based on the customer interviews, there were no resolution options exercised that week that could

not be expressed in an FSR. Some requests simply could not be satisfied as there were no

acceptable resolution options. We are optimistic that ROSE will be able to find conflict resolution

options for all requests that were eventually scheduled. The MOCs will also be asked to judge if

the options that ROSE found were as good (or maybe even better) than those found manually. We

hope to be able to estimate the number of staff hours saved by using flexible scheduling over

manual conflict resolution. Table 2 shows the results for the operational schedule after conflict

resolution. The column entitled "% Increase over Baseline" shows the additional percentages of

requests scheduled over the f'rrst run of the forecast schedule before any manual conflict resolution

was completed.

Generation of the NCCDS operational schedule had the following computer run times (mm:ss):

Primary SN resources: 06:30

Secondary SN resources: 118:30

Total: 125:00

In addition, 60 hours of forecast schedule operator support time (including wait time for MOC

responses to recommended resolutions) were allocated to the manual conflict resolution procedures

for the week. The NCCDS preliminary results from Phase II, as compared to the baseline schedule,

illustrate the significant increases in scheduled support due to the manual efforts of the forecast
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operatorsandcustomerschedulingpersonnel.Thegoalof theflexible schedulingconceptis to
automateconflict resolutionin theschedulerun. Similardatawill becollectedfor ROSEduring

PhaseII testing.

SN
Customer

i

% SARs
w/Tolerance

SA

Flexibility

% SARs
Scheduled

i

% Increase
over Baseline

GRO Critical 0 Yes 100 0

UARS Critical 0 Yes 100 0

STS - 51 0 No 100 1

HST < 1 Yes 99 35

GRO 0 Yes 94 20

TOPEX 92 Yes 100 33

EUVE 99 Yes 98

UARS 95 Yes 91

7OCOBE ,Yes

YesERBS

Total

99

86

97

99
m •

32

36

10

22

18

Table 2. NCCDS Operational Forecast Schedule Statistics After Conflict Resolution

Lessons Learned to Date

The ROSE evaluation exercise began in May 1993, and in a relatively short time frame we have

established a methodology and collected necessary test data for both phases of testing. This same

methodology could be adapted to similar technology evaluations by other operational systems or by

the NCC for other proposed enhancements.

It was necessary to coordinate the collection of data both in the NCC and the MOCs for the selected

forecast scheduling week. The evaluation team held regular status meetings and established close

contacts with scheduling and database operations personnel which had several benefits. Many

detailed but critical points were uncovered and resolved during the process. Everyone maintained

an eye on the evaluation goals and stayed well informed. Close cooperation was needed between

government and contractor personnel, as well as between organizational elements. However an end

result was the high level of interest in the process and results.

In the process of understanding the scope of scheduling in the NCC, we learned about subtle details

of the database with its embedded scheduling ground rules, and the importance of finding an

appropriate representation for SARs. The initial conversion of the NCCDS database into FERN for
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ROSEinput tookaboutastaffmonthof effort for bothanalysisandimplementation.Representing

eventsasoverlappingserviceshadto becarefullyaddressedin ROSEastherewerealternative

implementationapproaches.Oncedetermined,the implementationof theSARtranslatorwasfairly
straightforward,takingonly acouplestaffweeks.

Thelookaheadalgorithmdevelopedfor ROSEwasbasedon theNCC lookaheadalgorithm.

However,theROSEalgorithmtakesintoconsiderationtheflexibility optionswhich arenotpartof

theNCC algorithm. Furthertestingandsomemodificationswill berequiredto fully validatethe

ROSEalgorithm,howeverthetolerancesandopenselectioncapabilitiesin thecurrentSARshave

beensuccessfullytested.Approximately9 staffmonthsof effort wentinto theredesign,Ada
implementation,andtestingof theROSEalgorithmto date.

As weprepareto actuallyrun thevalidationbenchmarkteston ROSE,weanticipatethatadditional
testingmayberequired,in spiteof successfullytestingindividualcomponentsof thebenchmark.

However,we feelwehavedevelopedarobustmethodologythatwill beableto adaptto thenew
lessonswewill learn.

Conclusionsand Fulure Work

Technologytransferto operationalelementsinvolvesthenecessityof havingto maintainsupport

whileupgradingto anewwayof doingbusiness.TheNCCrequiresa proof-of-concept

benchmark,suchastheonewehavedescribed,in orderto verify thevalueof proceedingwith
thetimeconsumingtaskof transitioningintooperations.In additionto thevalidationof ROSE

for producingSNschedules,ausabilitytestof theROSEuserinterfaceis alsoin process.The

ROSEusability testisdesignedto verify thatthe interactiontechniquesprovidedby ROSEfully
supporttheschedulingtasksperformedby schedulingoperators.Thusdirectevaluationby NCC

Operationspersonnelwill assessROSEutility anddrive theneedfor modifications.

If anewtechnologyproof-of-conceptsuchasROSEis successfullydemonstratedin thetesting

processthenextstepis todevelopamethodologyfor transitionintooperations.A complete
operationsconceptis required,addressingboththeNCCandMOC rolesandoperational

proceduresin theFlexibleSchedulingapproach.Sinceamajorchangeto theNCCrequires
changesof thecustomercommunity,representativesof theSNandtheMOCshavebeen

workingon ajoint paper,"SpaceNetworkFlexibleSchedulingEnhancements",to identify

desiredenhancementswhichwill bevalidatedin PhaseII. Finally, detailedplansfor integration

of thenewtechnologyinto theNCC, andplansfor formalacceptancetestingwill be required.
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